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INTRODUCTION 41
The calculation of steady-state hydraulic solutions of networks of elements has a long history. Early 42 on in 1936, Cross presented a method for the iterative solution of the linear mass balance and 43 nonlinear equations representing conservation of energy. Later, different methods for the simultaneous 44 solution of the equations were proposed by Epp and Fowler (1970) . In this context, the relation to 45 graph theory was also established (Kesavan and Chandrashekar 1972, Gupta and Prasad 2000) . The 46 most prevalent methods are the nodal method, the loop flow correction method (e.g. Nielsen 1989 ) and 47 result and can be found for example in Piller (1995) . In this case, the Lagrangian of Eq. (1) gives a 136 necessary and sufficient condition for the solution: 137 and R ∈ ℝ refer to the incidence matrix of fixed 143 head nodes and vector of fixed heads, respectively in Eq. (3), is the number of fixed head nodes. 144
The Lagrange multipliers ∈ ℝ that correspond to the affine mass balance constraints or nodal flow 145 continuity equations in Eq. (1) are actually the nodal heads at the demand nodes. 146
The solution to the non-linear system Eq. • 155
The second part of Eq. (5) is solved simply because the matrix −1 is diagonal. The first part, which is 157 more difficult to solve, includes the solution of a linear system of size n. In all iterations after the first,the calculated flows will satisfy the continuity equations independently of the starting point (initial 159 flow vector) of the algorithm (see Elhay et al., 2014) . 160 Recall that the size of is the total number of links in the graph of the full network. For constant 161 the derivative matrix is , = | , | −1 + 2 | , | but in the case of the Darcy-Weisbach 162 formula, is also a function of , and the calculation of the derivative is more complicated (see 163 Simpson and Elhay 2011 for details). 164
THE GRAPH MATRIX PARTITIONED ALGORITHM 165
Decomposition to form the reduced topological subgraph system 166 The first step of the GMPA consists of the identification of the "forest" of the network graph. The 167 forest consists of trees that are connected to bridge components or looped blocks at their root node. 168 Figure 1 shows a simplified example network graph that has typical topological properties of a real 169 water supply system. Branched trees leading to the end-user demands are connected to a looped 170 distribution system at the root nodes. From graph theory, it is known that the incidence matrix of a tree 171 (without its root node) is square and invertible. Therefore, in demand driven analysis, the flows of the 172 forest pipes can be calculated (see Simpson et al. 2014 for details of calculation method) by using just 173 the (linear) continuity equations as a preliminary step before the iterative solution procedure is applied 174 to the "core" of the network. 175 
176
In what follows it is assumed that the forest has already been virtually separated from the network 177 graph and the demand at the root node of each removed tree has been increased by the total demand of 178 the tree. The separation does not involve any approximation or lumping. At the end of the process, the 179 solution obtained is precisely the solution for the whole (original) network. The resulting graph ⊆ 180 = ( , ) is called the "core" of the original network graph. It can be shown that is an (induced) 181 subgraph of the original graph ⊆ = ( , ). More details on the separation of the forest and core 182 decomposition can be found in the literature (Diestel 2010; Deuerlein 2008) . From Figure 1 , it can be 183 seen that the root nodes (filled with black) of all the trees have degree three or greater (degree: number 184 of connected links at node). After separating each of the trees, most of the root nodes have degree twoin the core graph (see Figure 2 ). This property is used for the next step where the core graph is 186 further simplified by the identification of "supernodes" and "superlinks." 187 Supernodes have the property that they connect at least three links of the original core graph (nodes E 188 and I in Figure 3) . A superlink can be understood as virtual link that represents the series of links 189 between the two supernodes. The nodes inside the path that connects the supernodes are called 190 "internal tree nodes" (index I, nodes F, G and H in Figure 3 ). The series of links connecting the two 191 supernodes with the last link removed is called the internal tree (E -F -G -H), and finally, the link (H-192 I) is called the internal co-tree chord. The reason for the terminology "internal tree" and "internal co-193 tree chord will become clear later. In this section, the GMPA method for demand driven hydraulic steady-state calculation of general 212 pressurized pipe systems which subdivides the solution process into a global step (for the graph )and a local step (for the internal trees) steps is presented. It will be shown that the dimension of the 214 system of equations that has to be solved during the iterations can be reduced to the number of 215 supernodes of the graph that was introduced in the last section. For complex real-world water 216 supply systems, the size of the system to be solved can be reduced significantly for such systems. The 217 full derivation of the method from the basic network equations will be given in the next section. In this 218 context, the linear transformation mapping between full graph and topological subgraph will also be 219 discussed. 220
The global solution step is formulated as follows. difference between the supernodes and closes the pseudo-loop (see Figure 3) . A well-known approach 229 for solving such a system is to separate the links of the loop into a spanning tree and a chord link. 230 Therefore, in the previous section, the term "internal tree" has been introduced for the internal 231 spanning tree that consists of "internal tree branches" and the term "internal tree chord" is used for the 232 link that is chosen arbitrarily as chord of the local pseudo-loop. The union of internal trees is called the 233 internal forest. Please note that in our case where the external forest has been separated by the FCPA 234 before the GMPA is applied and the method is applied to the network core, the internal tree is always a 235 path. However, the method can still be applied where the local systems have tree like structure (for 236 example if the trees of the global forest are not separated). an internal co-tree chord belonging to the internal tree of the superlink) is known from the global step 243 calculation, the other flows of the internal tree branches of that superlink can be calculated locally 244 (local step). As mentioned before, in the global step a superlink replaces at least one link, the internal 245 co-tree chord (index C), and the appropriate number of internal tree branches (index T). The total 246 number of internal co-tree chords is equal to the number of superlinks and the number of internal tree 247 branches is = 2 − . The flows of the other internal tree branches are a linear function of 248 the both flow of the last link and the given demands of the internal tree nodes. This is a very important 249 feature of the GMPA and is the fundamental reason why a significant reduction in computation can be 250 achieved. The system of equations of the global step (graph ) can be formulated in terms of the 251 unknown superlink flows corrections, [ , +1 − , ] , at iteration + 1 and the heads corrections, 252 
280
281
The Local Step: Calculation of heads of the internal tree nodes and flows of the internal tree branches 282
283
With the approach presented here, the number of unknowns of the linear system of equations that has 285 to be solved at any iteration of the GMPA (Eq. (7)) is reduced to the number of supernodes . Since 286
, is a diagonal matrix, Eq. (8) consists of algebraic calculations. The same applies to the local step 287 since matrix , has an analytical inverse, which will be shown later. 288
289

DERIVATION AND PROOF OF THE GRAPH MATRIX PARTITIONING ALGORITHM 290
In what follows, the equivalence of the modified equations for the local and global steps (Eq. (7) to 291 Eq. (10)) and the original GGA equations (Eq.Error! Reference source not found.)) will be shown. 292
The basic idea is that the incidence matrix of the network graph can be partitioned into four blocks 293 where the upper right square block has full rank and is invertible. 294
Partitioning of the Incidence Matrix 295
In the new GMPA method, internal nodes are removed by an algebraic elimination process that is 296 applied to the full system of hydraulic network equations. It is important to note that the GMPA 297 method does not include any approximation. The elimination is based on permuting the rows and the 298 columns of the graph incidence matrix and the diagonal head loss derivative matrix of the original 299 system. Consider the partitioning of both the and matrices as follows: 300
, , 
C:
Co-tree (Chords) (chords of internal trees) (see #4 Figure 3 ) 304
S:
Supernodes (E and I in Figure 3 ) 305
I:
Internal nodes (F, G and H in Figure 3 ) 306
In what follows it will be assumed that the necessary permutations have already been performed: the 307 matrix is in the correct permuted form and is diagonal. It is shown in the Appendix A how to 308 permute in this way while preserving the diagonal structure of . The columns of refer to the 309 nodes of the graph G. The first column of the block matrix in Eq. (11) belongs to the supernodes (first 310 index S) and the second column belongs to internal tree nodes (first index I). In a similar way the 311 internal tree branches (second index T) are partitioned from the internal co-tree chords (second index 312 C) in matrices and . An important result of the reordering is that matrix , is always square and 313 invertible. Furthermore, it will be shown that its exact inverse can be computed quickly and simply. 314
This fact can be used for eliminating both the flows in the internal trees as well as the heads of the 315 internal tree nodes. The method can be understood as partitioning the solution process into one global 316 step (analysis of the network consisting of superlinks and supernodes only) and several local steps 317 (where the flows of the internal tree links are determined). 318
System of equations 320
Substitution of the matrices and from Eq. (11) into Eq. (5) results in the following system of 321 linearized equations: 322 , is block diagonal with lower triangular diagonal blocks, all the elements of which are in {-332 1,0,1}, and has an exact inverse which is easily computed. 333
Proof: 334 a) Let mS be the number of links (internal tree branches and an internal co-tree chord) represented by a 335 superlink. Then, the number of nodes of the internal tree and internal co-tree is mS+1. If the last link 336 (for example link HI in Figure 3 ) is separated then the resulting structure is an internal tree. 337
, includes for each superlink the series of internal links except for the last link. The resulting 338 subgraph is always a tree (i.e. it is connected and has no loops). The nodes of , are the interior 339 nodes. The root of the tree is the initial node of the superlink, which is not part of , . It is well 340 known from graph theory (Diestel 2010 ) that the incidence matrix of a tree without its root node is 341 always square and invertible. It follows that the matrix , consisting of diagonal blocks of simple 342 tree incidence matrices is always invertible (see solid links in Figure 3 ).
b) The second part of the proof can be found in Branin (1963) . It is shown there that the inverse of the 344 tree incidence matrix is equal to the transpose of the node to datum path matrix of the tree, which can 345 be determined, for instance, by use of basic graph algorithms (depth first search or breadth first search) 346 or by a simple forward substitution process. 347 
388
Let us consider the rows of matrix , and distinguish between the following two cases when: 389
1.) The internal tree together with internal co-tree consist of more than one link: 390
For each internal tree together with its corresponding internal co-tree that consists of more than one 391 link, the corresponding row of the matrix , contains exactly one entry different from zero. This 392 entry belongs to the internal co-tree chord. The connection of the first supernode with the second 393 supernode is accomplished by , . The rows of matrix correspond to superlinks, the columns 394 correspond to the original links (co-tree branches only). For each internal tree branch j that is part of 395 the superlink the matrix entry Pij is different from zero (-1 or +1). By definition, the mapping frominternal tree branches to superlinks is unique. The sign of , indicates the direction of the branch 397 relative to the superlink. Using the same argument that was used above for showing that matrix , 398 has exactly one element in row i that is different from zero it can be proven that the corresponding row 399 in matrix , has also exactly one element different from zero and is therefore incident with the 400 supernode of the internal tree. Pre-multiplication of the supernode -internal tree incidence matrix 401 ( , ) by the internal tree matrix ( ) select the root node of the internal tree as the second node of the 402 superlink. 403
2.) The superlink includes one link only: 404
For each superlink containing only one link (the internal co-tree chord), the corresponding rows of 405 matrix , have two elements in the same row that are different from zero. The internal tree matrix is 406 the zero matrix. A simplification is not possible and the superlink incidence matrix and the link 407 incidence matrix are identical. (PRV) or upstream (PSV) head at a given set value. In EPANET control device models are based on a 443 set of heuristics that are described in the manual. 444
A simple way to tackle one-way devices in the GMPA approach is to set the initial and end nodes to 445 supernodes by definition. Then, the superlink consists of one link for the device only. The commonly 446 used heuristics for control devices can then be applied directly. However, the GMPA approach also 447 allows for consideration of flow control within a superlink. The only additional requirement is that the 448 control device link with the flow inequality condition is chosen as the internal tree chord. In this case 449 the flow of the device link is identical with the superlink flow in the global system. Therefore, the 450 linear inequality can be transferred to the global step as inequality condition for the superlink flow. 451
If there is more than one device with inequality flow constraints included in the superlink then three 452 cases have to be considered locally. 1.) There are contradictions between the constraints. There is no 453 solution to the original system or the reduced system. 2.) The constraints are redundant. One device 454 can be arbitrarily chosen. 3.) There are constraints that can never be active. Those that can be activated 455 have to be identified. Note that the flows of any link can be always expressed by superposition of the 456 internal tree chord flow and a constant local flow: 457
Therefore, the constraints (inequality or equality for gate valves) can be transferred from any link to 459 the superlink flow. The system shown in Figure 1 is now used to illustrate the GMPA method. After forest -core -470 partitioning the core network (shown in Figure 4 ) consists of one reservoir (R) and eight demand 471 nodes (a through h). There exist two nodes a and b that connect more than two pipes (degree > 2). 472
Therefore node a and node b are the supernodes of the network graph. The supernodes are connected 473 by three superlinks. The pipe and node properties of the core are given in Table 1 and Table 2 . 474
The first column in Table 1 refers to the pipe ID, L is the length in meters, D is the inner diameter of 475 the pipe in millimeters, C denotes the Hazen-Williams coefficient and 0 is the initial guess of the 476 flows. The first column in Table 2 shows the identifier of the node and Q is the demand. A negative 477 sign means withdrawal. The last column shows the elevation of the node. With the parameters shown 478 in Table 1 and Table 2 The demands of the supernodes and the internal nodes are included in ̅ . The reallocation of the 493 interior demand nodes is given by Eq. (6a) and depends on the choice of the internal tree chord. In the 494 example, the last link (connected to node b) of every superlink is chosen as internal tree chord. As a 495 consequence, the demands are all allocated to the upstream node, a. However, in general, the choice of 496 another internal link as internal co-tree link can be useful, especially if control devices have to be 497 considered. In such a case, by the application of Eq. (6a), parts of the interior node demands are 498 allocated to the upstream supernode, and the other parts are allocated downstream. 499
The global/local factoring brings certain advantages when considering flow constraints associated with 500 control devices For example, suppose that a check valve is placed on pipe 6 allowing flow only from 501 node f to node g. Suppose also that a check valve is placed on pipe 7 allowing only flow from node h 502 to node g. Pipe 6, for example, could be selected as the internal tree chord of the superlink that 503 consists of link 5, 6, 7, 10. Then, the demand allocation is as follows: 504
When considering the constraints of the two check valves it is sufficient to consider the local 506 subsystem of the superlink. Furthermore, the flows of the superlink can be expressed as a linear 507 function of the internal tree chord flow q 6 and the internal tree flows (which result from the interior 508 node demands): 509 q 5 = − + 6 , q 6 = 6 , q 7 = + 6 , q 10 = + ℎ + 6 . The two check valves are modelled by 510 the following linear inequalities: q 6 ≥ 0, q 7 ≤ 0 ⟺ + 6 ≤ 0 ⟺ 6 ≤ − . It follows that 511 6 ∈ [0; − ]. Note that the demand (withdrawal at node g) has a negative sign. Therefore − is 512
positive. This means that the two check valves in the original network (and the local system of the 513 superlink) have been modelled, in a preliminary step, by lower and upper bound constraints for the 514 flow of the superlink. The global solution can be calculated by any existing technique which models 515 control devices (see, for example Rossman (2000)). The flows are checked in case they exceed the 516 upper or lower bounds. If they do, the flow in the superlink is set to the corresponding boundary value 517 (in the example this is link 6 and its flow would be set to 0 for the lower bound, or − for the upper 518 bound.) 519
One advantage of the GMPA is that the local subsystems can be checked independently. Infeasible 520 conditions can be detected before the iteration starts. In the example, such an infeasible condition 521 occurs if the check valve of link 6 is replaced by an FCV and the direction of the CHV at link 7 allows 522 flow only from node g to node h. Thus, the conditions q 6 ≤ , q 7 ≥ 0 ⟺ + 6 ≥ 0 ⟺ 523 6 ≥ − apply. The constraint is now − ≤ q 6 ≤ . If the maximum flow for 6 is 524 smaller than the withdrawal at node g there is no feasible solution in demand driven analysis. In the 525 state of the art package EPANET similar configurations often result in failure to converge or in 526 unrealistic results because of the singularity of the Jacobian matrix. GMPA analysis of the local 527 subsystems can detect infeasible sets of constraints a priori. 528
.The reduction of the size of the problem by application of FCPA and GMPA is shown in Table 3 . The 529 size of the final system dealt with in the GMPA is only 8% of the original network. 530
531
CASE STUDIES 532
Nine case-study networks, with between 900 and 64,000 pipes, and eight of which were considered in 533 Simpson et al. (2014) , illustrate the significant reduction achieved by GMPA in the size of the 534 nonlinear problem that must be solved. Table 5 shows, for these networks, the basic dimensions of the 535 nonlinear part of the problem before the forest-core partitioning, after the forest-core partitioning, and 536 after the graph matrix partitioning step of the GMPA: the resulting problems have dimension between 537 5% and 55%, with a mean 27% (a 73% reduction in dimension), of the core dimension that results 538 from application of the forest-core partitioning. 539
The data for case study networks N1, N3, N4 and N7, which are slight modifications of networks in the 540 public domain, are available as Supplemental Data Files. The other four networks considered in this 541 paper are not available because of security concerns. 542
543
CONCLUSIONS 544
The Graph Matrix Partitioning Algorithm (GMPA) developed in this paper, when applied to networks 545 that have many core pipes in series, can save a significant computational effort by reducing the size of 546 the problem for the most time consuming part of the calculation. The FCPA step, applied before the 547 main GMPA step, separates the forest from the core, thereby reducing the dimension of the non-linear 548 part of the problem when a forest is present. The GMPA step, the separation or partitioning of the 549 topological subgraph from the core, further separates linear and nonlinear parts of the problem and 550 further reduces the dimension of the non-linear part of the problem when there are pipes in series 551 within the core. These two steps, which separate out the linear and non-linear parts of the problem and 552 then deal with them using appropriate linear and non-linear methods, save much time that is otherwise 553 wasted applying non-linear techniques to problems which have significant linear components. 554
555
The permuted system is decomposed into a global solution for the maximal topological subgraph 556 and a local solution for the internal trees with nodes of degree two. The iterative solution of the 557 smaller system of equations of in combination with the linear local steps gives identical results to 558 those obtained from the standard solution to the full network system. There are no approximations. 559
The equivalence of the GMPA and the original set of equations has been proven. 560
Real world applications have shown reductions from 5,000 unknown in the system of equations to 150 561 or even 230,000 unknowns to 10,000 unknowns. On average, the number of unknowns in the 562 nonlinear (core) part of the problem for the systems tested was less than 20% of the original size. The 563 case studies reported in Table 5 show that GPMA achieves a reduction to between 5% and 55% of the 564 core dimension that results from application of the FCPA. In the GMPA method, all the important 565 properties of the system matrix of the original system are retained (sparse, symmetric, Stieltjes matrix) 566 and the same efficient factorization methods can be applied to the reduced system. 567
Last, but not least, the linear mapping between topological subgraph and original graph can be used 568 for other applications. The aggregation methods for simplification of large networks can be replaced 569 by an adaptive modelling based on the topological subgraph. As a consequence, the process of 570 updating existing models from GIS is much easier since the one to one mapping between GIS features 571 and network model features is always valid and not lost by aggregation. 572
573
The focus of this paper is on the derivation of, and the theoretical basis for, the GMPA method. The 574 efficiency of a production implementation of method depends on many factors, including, for 575 example, the architecture of the computing platform and the coding language. The global and local 576 steps can be handled separately: by separate program codes or even on separate architectures. In the 577 case where a coarse grid approximation to the solution is all that is required, the user can simply solve 578 the global step: the method can be used in the same way as common aggregation techniques that 579 calculate an approximate solution Where the complete solution is required the local and global steps of 580 the GMPA can be implemented by different codes or on even on different architectures. Where 581 separate architectures are used for the global and local steps the data exchange required is minimal, a 582 significant advantage of the GMPA. Thus, an existing nonlinear solver code can be used by adding to 583 it a separate package to handle the local step in the algorithm. The GMPA is also well suited to handle 584 the inclusion of control devices and parts of the method are well suited to parallelization. 585
Further research in the application of GMPA to the solution of pressure dependent models would 586 be a useful contribution to the field. Another contribution to the field would be a comprehensive study 587 of just how large would be the time savings available by use of the GMPA. Study of these issues is 588 well beyond the scope of this paper. 589 590 internal tree nodes (F, G, H) 3.) internal tree branches (EF, FG, GH) (E to H is the internal tree) 4.) internal co-tree chord (HI) 5.) superlink (EI) Figure 3 Click here to download Figure: Fig3.pdf
